Outcome-Based Education Eliminates Choices
Imagine going to a football game, The Giants vs the Dolphins. Before the game starts
the announcer says,” Good afternoon ladies and gentlemen, “The WINNER of today’s
game will be the Miami Dolphins.”
How would you feel? Would you want to stay? Would the players want to play?
Or would you feel cheated and get up and leave?
Your life changes when you know the outcome in advance. You become disinterested,
bored, feel cheated, and unfulfilled...a mindless Drone. One of the Collective.

Welcome to...
Common Core: Outcome-Based Education.
You have no hope, you are depressed. What is the point of living? You turn to drugs,
s e x, getting in trouble, acting out. You are told you need drugs to keep you quiet, to
stop you from being depressed. Life doesn't matter. Someone else's life doesn't matter.
You have no ambition, curiosity, innovation, creativity. WHY BOTHER?
You know the end of the story, your life's story. This is what happens when you know
the outcome in advance. That is what Common Core, or Outcome-Based Education
does to people. The outcome of your life is PRE-DETERMINED by someone else, other
than you or your child. You lose HOPE.
Do you think your child will feel cheated? No one consulted them - yet this impacts
the rest of their lives.
Go now, and tell your child, "Honey you are going to grow up and be a lawyer. But Ma,
I don’t want to be a lawyer, I want to be an engineer." Too bad, you are to be a
lawyer - the computer DECIDED FOR YOU. Is that OK?
If you don’t think it is OK for you to tell your child what they should do with their
lives, then WHY do you think it is OK for the government to tell your child what they
should do with their lives?

Under Communism or Common Core...

YOUR CHILD will have NO CHOICES.
A computer program with Algorithms (programs) records your child’s key strokes, key
words, key answers...and determines what Vocation your child is best suited for!
I can’t tell you how many youngsters I taught - that changed their careers every time I
taught them something new. They were excited. That excitement...is now GONE.

I changed careers several times...but THAT DOOR IS NOW CLOSED.

But...there is more. The ESEA. If the
ESEA ever passes in its present form,
the door will be nailed shut.
YOUR CHILD'S FUTURE...NAILED SHUT!
ESEA (Elementary Secondary Education Act) is now being reauthorized in
the Florida Senate.

You must understand how dangerous it is, and relay this message to your
Legislator!!
Common Core will force your child into a PRE-DETERMINED CAREER PATH, one suitable
for fulfilling the Government's chosen careers, and ESEA WILL FORCE YOU TO PAY
for that training.
By redirecting YOUR TAXES to Charter Schools under the idea of "CHOICE" - (Choice
makes you feel good). Charter Schools are corporate-owned schools. You pay, but the
corporation answers to its SHAREHOLDERS, NOT YOU. This is called "Taxation without
Representation." - BTW, Wasn't that what the American Revolution was fought over?

Tell your Legislator:
DO NOT RE-AUTHORIZE ESEA.
What would this accomplish? It would be one step closer to dismantling Common Core,
and gives your child BACK...their ability to control their own Destiny - without stealing
money from you, under the premise of CHOICE.

If you listen to the Legislators' talking points...
they are meaningless NONSENSE!

Many of them have never read the Constitution.
Understand it? - Nah.
Support it? - Eh, not so much.
Follow it? Fuhgehttaboutit.
Original Source Documents describing everything I mentioned and more, are found on
the sites below. Source documents showing the incorporation of American schools into
the Communist model of the old, failed, Soviet Union; documents showing changes in
curricula replacing Facts with Value, replacing Individualism with Collectivism;
documents showing Learning is now Training; documents showing partnerships with
Microsoft and UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization) creating World Wide Common Core with Citizens of the World...
Weren't you told this is an American program - that is GOOD for America?
Visit these sites often. I hope you understand your education was MANIPULATED, but
each Generation that passes....LOSES MORE, AND LOSES OUT!

Know what YOU...and YOUR CHILD - ARE UP AGAINST.
These documents can be found on:
The Deliberate Dumbing Down of America
American Deception
ALERT! ABCs of DumbDown: Communism is ALIVE & WELL Youur...

The author of these sites is
Ronald Reagan.

Charlotte Iserbyt, former Senior Policy Analyst for

It was Charlotte's job to go through the Board of Ed papers and discard them, as they
were to close the Dept of Ed (which of course, never happened). Instead, Charlotte
copied the documents and put them out - so all could see the history of advancing a
Soviet Education in America.
I lived in NYC in the 1960’s. At this time my class of teachers was the first group to
graduate and teach the "new" method called Outcome Based Education. I did not
understand. Why would anyone want the outcome of their life determined by
someone else?
My Masters is in Liberal Studies and my post grad credits come from the New School
(New School of Social Research-John Dewey's propaganda pit as I called it).
There I learned how to integrate media, Hollywood, and education into a neat package
and use it through emotion to get the desired outcome for Outcome Based Education. I
refused and taught the way I learned. My students learned, achieved and created. I
taught until I was forced to stop using the old methods.

Students are Trained, NOT EDUCATED.

Corporations then have plenty of SLAVES (er, I mean WORKERS)...
READY-MADE FOR INDUSTRY.
Your child is nothing more than Human Capital, after all.

I felt like I was turning the kids into Worker Bees...
Mindless Drones...on an assembly line.
CCS is just another version of the same Soviet program called Career Clusters, where
industry locations dictate the education of a specific community. Industry controlled
the school. Today, we call this Charter Schools.
Eisenhower send a Commission of Governors to Russia in 1958, to study their
schools. (BTW, Bill Clinton studied in Russia). The Commission came back with Career
Clusters in a School-to-Work Program. (Think: The Hunger Games Trilogy movies).
Self-contained cities, today called Sustainable Developments, (aka Resilient
Cities) are known as City-States, focused on training workers for the industry located
in the community.

People are kept at a low income level.
Mobility is only available via Public Transportation.
You are being trained - today - for Bike Paths, High-Speed Rail...

- All methods of controlling your movements.
REMEMBER our "FRIEND", AL GORE? HE WANTS TO BAN ALL CARS!

Al Gore Wants to Ban Cars in Cities | Dave Hodges

The...

The average income of the world's UPPER LOWER CLASS
- (called the Middle Class) - is $32,000.
The American Middle Class income is $52,000 - TOO HIGH!
TOO HIGH...
That is, for the Elites, the Government, and Corporations...
they think:
AMERICA MAKES TOO MUCH MONEY!!
YOU MAKE TOO MUCH MONEY!
Americans' Standard of Living must be brought DOWN
- to a financial level in common with the Rest of the World - This is the MAKING OF AMERICA into a 3RD-WORLD COUNTRY Wake Up America, Your Standard of Living Is In Jeopardy...

American Incomes are in a
DECREASING TREND
for the last 6 YEARS!!
This is the reason that ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS
are being sought after!!
Remember the TPP (Trans-Pacific Partnership)?
The Border CANNOT be Closed...!
COALITION BLASTS IDEA OF GIVING OBAMA MORE POWER ' Fast...
GOP leaders to grant Obama 'enormous' new power
WHY bother to pay Americans MORE? - When Illegals will work for LESS, giving MORE
PROFIT to the Corporations, and decreasing the Middleclass Average Salary - putting it
more in line with the World's common Standard of Living and income levels?
Small business must END. COMPETITION must END. Your children are taught to work for
someone else. No PRIVATE Ownership. SOMEONE ELSE controls your pay, your life,
your freedom...your knowledge and education.
The Deliberate Dumbing Down of America has been planned for a very long time.

The United Nations is the focal point, and NYC schools started their experiment. They
believe, and often said: Smart people require more from their government. So the
disciplines slowly gravitated from FACT to Value, from Education to Training, from
Knowledge to Ignorance.
Sadly, today I see the results of this Poor Education...as many legislators do not know
constitution or Bill of Rights. Yesterday Jesse Waters asked Americans if it was OK to
suspend the Bill of Rights. The sheeple (ignorant masses) said yes do whatever the
government says. Is that OK with you? Where are the Americans that used to say, NO,
HELL NO. Those rights are God given and no government can suspend them. When
Rights are not taught, they are not learned, they are lost.
Legislators are fondly called the useful idiots because they carry messages without
fully understanding - or pass bills without reading them and regurgitate talking points
allowing corporations/NGO's to determine their decisions.
In 1992, Marc Tucker redesigned education in a letter to Hillary Clinton.
1992 letter to Hillary Clinton from Marc Tucker |...

Today, we are living Marc's plan with a new name - called CCS.
"Isn't it wonderful for governments that its citizens no longer think." - Adolph Hitler

REMEMBER:
"Everything is Connected. Everything is Planned. There are no Coincidences.
Everything is a Lie." - Karen Schoen
The Machine running the Government and the World is HUGE. All they care about is
Money - Power - Control. The mechanism used to control people ARE SCHOOLS;
EDUCATION.
Do you REALLY think that Obama's plan to make Community Colleges FREE for all - is
not going to have SOME kind of price tag to it? I am not speaking of taxes here...the
cost is WHAT is being taught in those Community Colleges, like Communism? - D'OH!
The conditioning is curricula, the tools are Technology. I suggest you watch on
Youtube:

BUILDING THE MACHINE - The Common Core Documentary
Today, we have World UNESCO Common Core. I get reports from other countries on a
continual basis. Their citizens hate it as well. Bosnia started theirs in 2003, right after
Gates had Microsoft sign the contract with UNESCO - see this article by Phyllis Schafly:
Bill Gates Teams Up With UNESCO - Eagle Forum - Leading...

As a result of RTTT not being read by Legislators - mandating CCS and HIGH-Stakes
testing, Floridians are now being pitted against each other. The Vendors are the only
beneficiaries of the Implementation of CCS, they make a BLOODY FORTUNE.
Another American Generation is LOST, and America will slip into the Abyss of
MEDIOCRITY - along with all the other Socialist countries. Take the time to watch this
movie about the Venuzuela Collapse. Note what is mentioned about the fate of the
people, especially the CHILDREN:

If you want to learn what may be coming .watch this
documentary on Arggentina.
(HIGHLY RECOMMENDED!! 1:51 MIN. LONG, BUT WORTH WATCHING!)
The groups supporting CCS are Lobbyists, corporations and the cash-strapped
governors who signed where they were told.
We CANNOT let the ESEA Reauthorization Act fool us into thinking Individual
Choice is what it will accomplish. Think opposite!

ESEA means CHOICE of the Government/Corporations...

- NOT CHOICE FOR YOUR CHILD!
Read: ABCs of DumbDown: Beware ESEA Re-Authorization!

Understand the Enemy...
and HOW they are using the options of School/Choice.
Funneling money from Taxes to Charter Schools sounds DREAMY...But Charter schools
are merely Corporations - that answer to Corporate Shareholders, NOT YOU.
Does that mean the American Taxpayer will now become a Shareholder and share in
the Profit?

I THINK NOT!!
Choice will become the CHOICE of the Corporation running the Charter School - with
NO Taxpayer input or voice, NO ACCOUNTABILITY TO TAXPAYERS.
This is the Reauthorization of ESEA - per Lindsey Graham. Choice is a Diversion...with
the desired outcome to Eliminate Public Schools, expensive school boards - you voice and give you a choice of location for your Government / Corporate Training.
This is pure Hegelian. They created the problem, BAD Public Schools.
Their desired outcome: CHOICE. Only it is Their choice NOT YOURS.
What difference does it make? If all schools teach CCS, then does it matter what
location the child is trained? Communism doesn't care where it is taught. Your child is
going to GO AND WORK - where he/she is told to!

MONEY

POWER

CONTROL

When the Constitution, Freedom, Liberty, and American History & Exceptionalism are
NOT TAUGHT, NOT REMEMBERED.
This is the 3rd Generation of Ignorant Americans.
Students are now trained to love COMMUNISM. Individuals don't count, just the GROUP
matters (this is called GROUPTHINK)...the COLLECTIVE, the HIVE Mentality.
You must sacrifice ALL for the good of the COLLECTIVE (Remembert The Borg - from
StarTrek Next Generation?). You get it! You must do MORE for LESS, so they (the
Government/Corporations) - will have MORE.
Why are we surprised sudents are now Communists?

Who is the Enemy?

The CONSTITUTION...or COMMUNISM?
Lincoln got it right. Whatever is taught in School today - is in Government, Tomorrow.

ACTION PLAN!
•

Demand America be returned to schools, get rid of the Liberal Agenda in public
schools. HOMESCHOOL!

•

Vet Candidates. Do they know the Constitution, the Rights.

•

Exercise the 9th and 10 Amendment - for starters.

•

Stop taking Federal Grants; actually, the states should stop paying the Feds.

•

Boycott.

•

Run for Office.

•

Have a copy of the Constitution on hand at all times. Read it.

•

Support companies that have your values. Follow the lead:
http://clashdaily.com/2015/01/boom-actor-liam-neeson-gets-dumped-gunsponsor-cussing-american-gun-owners/

•

Print the Tri-fold. Give it out to as many people as possible. leave it all over for
people to pick up. http://karenschoen.com/wpcontent/uploads/2015/01/Common-Core.pdf

•

Read the letter the FL Senate committee sent to the FDOEd:
http://karenschoen.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/FL-SENATE-letter-toFDOEd.pdf

•

Send this letter to your Legislator: http://karenschoen.com/wpcontent/uploads/2015/01/Stop-Common-Core-for-Legislator.pdf

•

Then call Ask them to sponsor FESEA:

Florida Education Stakeholders Empowerment Act
•

Join us on Lobby Day in Tally on March 5.
Print the fliers and give them out. Leave them all over.
http://karenschoen.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/CC-Flyers.pdf

•

Join our Face Book Page March for the Children (Lobbying day at the Florida State Capitol)

•

Print the flyers and give them out. Leave them all over.CC Flyers

•

Get tickets for March for the children. There is no charge but we need a head
count.

•

Tell this information to your family, friends & neighbors anyone you know that
has school-aage or college-age children.

•

Send this email link above to 5 other people and ask them to do the same.

